HEALTH INTERVIEW 1st visits
NOTE: before 5/14/1994 the Health Interview was a verbal interview. The interviewer asked questions, used
cards in some cases and recorded the subject's answers. Then it became a self report instrument filled out by the
subject.
Original interview effective 7/17/89
Questions were not in numerical order....missing numbers 18. and 19
Interview changes effective 11/20/89
Questions were renumbered to include 18. and 19.
Question 18. and 19. Added space to code type of stuffiness
Question 22. Changed valid codes concerning stuffiness
sometimes; somewhat
don't have nasal stuffiness

2 old code
3 old code

S new code
D new code

Question 33. New question added concerning injury or surgery to nose or face.
Question 36. Changed codes for Card G from N,1,2,3 to Y (yes) or N (no) for each item.
Question 42. Changed coding for smoking to only one code for amount smoked. Added question for
#years as a regular smoker.
Question 43. New question added concerning fatigue and interference w/work, mood, etc.
Question 44. Changed text concerning excessive sleepiness and added codes for interference w/work,
mood, etc. Original question was: 'During a typical week, do you
have periods of excessive sleepiness when it is difficult to fight the urge to fall asleep?'
Subsequent question: 'Many people have periods of low energy or fatigue, but do you
experience excessive sleepiness, when it is difficult to fight an uncontrollable urge to fall
asleep?' (Note this question was again changed for the second visit in use starting 5/19/1994.)
Question 61. Changed codes concerning birth control pill use from Y (yes) or N (no) to C (currently), P
(past) or N (never).
Question 62. Added question, How many years...?, concerning hormone use.
Question 63. Deleted space to enter number of sons or daughters and added space to code sex.
Question 64. and 65. Added space to code treatment of sleep disorders.
Question 67. 68. and 69. New questions added concerning sleep quality, life satisfaction, & general
health.
Interview changes effective 2/28/90
Question 20. Changed text from allergies to other problems causing nasal stuffiness at night. Codes as Y
(yes) or N (no) and identifies each problem.

Question 36. Added code to indicate if None.
Interview changes effective 7/1/90
Question 47. Added a new category "5. I tend to gain weight" to Card J.
Question 62. Changed codes concerning supplemental hormone use from Y (yes) or N (no) to C
(currently), P (past) or N (never).
Question 68. Changed previous category of "pretty satisfied" to 2 categories, "mostly satisfied"
and"moderately satisfied”

